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Fall greetings to you from Encinitas. The retailers have already brought 

out the pumpkins, witches hats & brooms so Halloween must be just 

around the corner. Bless their hearts.  October historically has been one 

of the most volatile months of the year. Time will tell if we get a scare this 

year.  

Our firm has been productive this past quarter.  We are always working 

on our efficiency and process with the goal in mind of delivering 

outstanding service to our clients. Hardly a week goes by when I do not 

receive a nice email or verbal comment from one of our clients praising 

the service they recently received from a team member.  We are in a 

business with many variables that cannot be controlled. The economy, 

the world stock markets and the health of each of our clients and their 

families are several of those variables. The only thing we can control is 

our service and how we treat our clients each day.  

We strive to be useful to you, our client, being there when you need us 

the most as a valuable resource to address the many complexities of 

your life. We celebrate your joyful moments, the birth of a child, 

graduations and retirement. We mourn the loss of your loved ones and 

provide valuable guidance to help you move on in their absence.  

Potholders are not glamorous but they are useful; many days we are 

potholders.   

The November election is rapidly approaching. Your mailboxes will soon 

be filled with brochures and flyers outlining the candidates’ views. From 

an economic and market perspective, this election matters.  Please take 

the time to be an informed voter. It takes some effort to find out who 

represents you and what they stand for. Determine what issue or issues 

matter the most to you. Please vote and take a neighbor with you to the 

polls.  Elections matter. 

Read on for our views of the current economic and market landscape. 

The global macro economic landscape is more complex than ever.  Dr. 

David Kelly, Chief Global Strategist for J.P. Morgan funds started his 

quarterly conference call this afternoon with “much is going on.” Please 

let us know immediately if your financial situation has changed in any 

way so that we can make changes to your portfolio to reflect and 

accommodate your revised financial goals. It is important that you 

communicate with us in this ever-changing economic environment. 
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Top Themes of the Third Quarter 

• The S&P 500 fel l  0.3%  to close out  September ,  f in i shing the month down 1.4%. 

Despite the weak month,  the index rose over 1% for  the quarter,  the seventh 

consecutive quarter ly gain.  

 

• Third quarter  market  volat i l i ty  was an indication of how uncomfortable investors 

are becoming with current valuations.  Given how far the markets have come in the 

past 5 years,  and how many potential  headwinds to global growth there are, 

recent shakiness may be a good sign.  

 

• Buoyant f inancial markets are in sharp contrast  to the global economic and 

geopol i t ical  picture. Geopol i t ics i s  an increasingly s ignif icant r i sk to economic  

growth,  and the divergent pol icy choices made by the world’s  central  banks 

demonstrate the strength of  the global economic crosscurrents .  

 
Moment of Truth or More of the Same? 
 

Does recent market volatility indicate that the moment of truth we have long been expecting is at hand or 

that markets will continue to gyrate and grind higher?  From one day to the next, either conclusion could 

be drawn. 

The instability we saw in financial markets in early August and again in late September, early October 

suggests that doubt about the sustainability of corporate earnings growth is returning. Volatility comes 

from uncertainty, and there is plenty of uncertainty. Escalating geopolitical tensions in the Ukraine and 

Middle East and discouraging growth from advanced and emerging economies have led investors to revisit 

their concerns about the recovery. The US central bank will most likely exit from its bond-buying program 

(Quantitative Easing, or QE) at the end of this month, but while the US Federal Reserve turns down the 

heat, the European Central Bank (ECB) and the Bank of Japan are ramping up efforts to provide more 

stimulus. The United Kingdom, like the U.S., is at a point in its recovery where we would expect to see a 

rise in short-term interest rates next year. New Zealand and South Africa have already begun raising rates. 

Several emerging-market central banks have the twin challenges of slowing growth and high inflation. 

It is easy to understand the lack of confidence investors are feeling. If volatility/uncertainty is increasing, 

then the confidence/complacency of the past 18 months or so is coming to an end. The recent 

unsteadiness may be a harbinger of things to come. Still, although we have been focusing on geopolitics 

and the efforts of central banks, we must not overlook the potential of the corporate sector to make a 

positive impact on the global economy. A large number of firms have unleashed a significant amount of 

cash that has been held on their balance sheets. They have increased dividends and bought back shares, 

and have pursued mergers and acquisitions at a rate not seen since 2007. In order to make a truly 

substantial and lasting influence on the global economy, major corporations also need to devote more 

cash to new investments in plant, equipment, and people. 
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Moment of Truth, Continued… 

 

Two Disconnects 

Historically, the normal pattern is for bond prices to rise and stock prices 

to fall when investors expect the economy to perform poorly, and vice 

versa. What we have seen over the past couple of years can best be 

described as an aberration. Prices of governmental bonds, risky stocks 

and most things in between are rising together. When bond prices rise, 

pushing yields lower, and the S&P 500 Index simultaneously moves 

higher, (to record highs in fact), we want an explanation for this 

uncommon behavior between stocks and bonds. 

 

There are explanations. One troubling interpretation is that investors 

expect central bankers will continue to keep markets afloat with the 

unconventionally accommodative policies that have been in play for the 

past several years. Investors see risk being restrained and prices 

(artificially) supported in an environment of low interest rates/low 

borrowing costs that have served to boost company profitability. 

Companies then return money to shareholders in the form of dividends 

and share buyback programs which continue the cycle of more money 

coming into the markets. 

 

This is a neat and tidy justification, but may only be part of a less 

comforting and more substantial explanation. Given current valuations, 

bond investors may be reacting to something the stock market has yet 

to realize. Bond investors are generally more risk averse than equity 

investors. They tend to reposition earlier when they sense the likelihood 

of a market sell-off. 

 

Considerable weight may be given to this interpretation, particularly in 

light of the fact that the stock market is experiencing influences that are 

most likely going to prove to be temporary. The boom in mergers and 

acquisitions has pumped enormous amounts of cash into the market, 

pushing up prices even further than what can be justified by the overall 

economy. 

 

If the above explanations for the behavior of the stock and bond 

markets are correct, then sooner or later the correlation between risky 

and riskless assets will return to its historical pattern. The timing is 

dependent on investor psychology. It is exceedingly difficult to predict 

when investors will lose faith in central bankers’ ability or willingness to 

continue bolstering the economy. The increasing turbulence witnessed 

in the markets throughout the third quarter and into early October 

suggests that investors may indeed be waking up to the global 

challenges facing us.  

 

 

Fed notes released 

following i ts mid-

September 2014 meeting 

indicate the Fed expects 

that  the target rate will  be 

“1.25% to 1.50%” by 

12/31/15 ,  suggesting that   

5 rate hikes of 0.25% each 

will  occur between now and 

the end of next year 

(source:  Federal  Reserve).  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Leah has been with 

Lifetime Financial Advisors, 

Inc. for over six years.  She 

enjoys the challenges this 

ever-changing industry has 

to offer – no two days are 

the same in our office! 

Leah is happy to be 

working with a great group 

of people who are all 

dedicated to helping our 

clients work towards their 

financial goals.     
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Leah Beltran 
 

Branch Operations 
Manager 

The Spotlight 

Is On… 

Moment of Truth, Continued… 

 

As if the out of sync stock and bond markets weren’t enough to frazzle 

investors, we have also been witnessing a weakening correlation 

between earnings growth and stock prices. If the consensus estimates 

for full-year 2014 earnings for the S&P 500 companies pan out, earnings 

are expected to have grown cumulatively around 20% from 2012 to 

2014, but the S&P is up more than 50%.  Historically, market returns 

have closely tracked earnings growth, adjusting for dividend payments. 

This multiyear discrepancy between earnings growth and the S&P 500’s 

performance is troubling as previous periods of rising valuations (most 

recently in the late 1990s) have not ended well.  

 

We have certainly been wary for some time about the negative 

risk/reward trade-off resulting from these high multiples. The end-of-

quarter selloff reinforced our guarded approach. We are not alone in this 

regard. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) again downgraded its 

2014 projection for global growth amid an economic recovery "that is 

brittle, uneven and beset by risks," Managing Director Christine Lagarde 

said in a Wall Street Journal article dated Oct. 2, 2014. She maintained 

IMF warnings that risks are building in the financial sector after years of 

cheap borrowing costs along with record-high asset values. 

 

In our last newsletter we expressed a desire to see the world’s 

economies focus their efforts on structural reforms in fiscal stimulus and 

private investment, rather than the debt-driven growth models they have 

been pushing in recent years. We at Lifetime Financial Advisors continue 

to believe current market valuations are priced to perfection and are 

unprepared for any type of shock. The BIS and the IMF are in 

agreement. “After the spell of volatility in early August, the search for 

yield - a dominant theme in financial markets since mid-2012 - returned 

in full force… By fostering risk-taking and the search for yield, 

accommodative monetary policies thus continue to support elevated 

asset prices...” (BIS Quarterly Review, Sept 2014). 

 

In conclusion it has always been our goal to deliver strong risk-adjusted 

returns, a concept lacking in most discussions of performance today. We 

continue to be grateful for your trust and patience as we navigate 

through waters that, at times, appear to be quite turbulent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Securities offered through LPL Financial, Member FINRA/SIPC. The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not 

intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual.  To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult 

with us prior to investing.  All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results.  All indices are unmanaged and cannot be 

invested into directly. Investing involves risk including loss of principal. No strategy assures success or protects against loss. 


